A biological transporter for the delivery of peptide nucleic acids (PNAs) to the nuclear compartment of living cells.
To facilitate nuclear delivery of biomolecules we describe the synthesis of a modular transporter bearing a cellular membrane transport peptide (pAntp) and, as a cargo, a 16-mer peptide nucleic acid (PNA) covalently linked to a nuclear localisation signal (NLS[SV40-T]). Transport peptide and PNA are connected via N-terminal activated cysteine to form cleavable disulphide bonds. Internalization and subsequent delivery of PNA to the nucleus was verified in living and fixed cells by confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS). Double-labelling experiments indicate the cytoplasmic cleavage of the two modules and the effective nuclear import of the chromophore-tagged cargo. A non-degradable linker between transport module and cargo as well as a construct without NLS did not enable nuclear PNA import under the described experimental conditions. FCS-measurements revealed that most of the PNAs delivered into the cytoplasm by the modular transporter are anchored or encapsulated, indicating that intracellular transport of these compounds is not governed by molecular diffusion. Our results clearly demonstrate efficient compartment-directed transport using a synthetic, non-toxic modular transporter in living cells.